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Wave forecast in the Adriatic Sea operational

since 1992 using ECMWF winds – derived WAM 
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since 1992 using ECMWF winds – derived WAM 

wave heights strongly underestimated wrt measured 

data (altimeters, buoys, ISMAR tower) –

Comparison with scatterometer data showed

that wind speeds were strongly underestimated

Enhancement of wind speeds by fixed percentage

led to quite satisfactory Hs results











Improvements in time:

year    model    resolution   correction 

                        Km              factor

1991     T213         95            1.50        

 2000     T511         40            1.35        

 2006     T799         25            1.25        

 2010     TL1279     16            1.20        

 2016     Tco1279     9            1.16        









Following the “Adrian” (“Vaia” in Italy) storm,

we organised a three month study, exploring

how good were the wind fields when blowing

to offshore from the coast.

Starting from scatterometer data within 200 km

from the coast, we backtrace the wind particle

path till and inside the coast, relating the wind 

underestimate to this “fetch” and other conditions.

We have used ECMWF and UKMO winds. NCEP

was contacted as well, but no reaction
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to offshore from the coast.

Starting from scatterometer data within 200 km
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Message home:

ECMWF coastal winds underestimated (up to 15-20%)

close to coast, catching up after 100-200 km

UKMO winds are higher, often higher than

scatterometer data, they too increasing

with distance (wrt scatterometer)

unstable conditions lead to lower wind model values 

(wrt scatterometer)
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Next question:

Why are coastal winds underestimated?

Is it coastal roughness or a matter of resolution? 

Resolution matters: what matters is

the number of grid steps

About coastal roughness: we estimated

a “rough” parameter representing the roughness

of the 200 km inland orography
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Next question:

Why are coastal winds underestimated?

Is it coastal roughness or a matter of resolution? 

Resolution matters: what matters is

the number of grid steps

Roughness matters: the rougher the orography,

the higher the underestimate
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Following the “Adrian” (“Vaia” in Italy) storm,

we organised a three month study, exploring

how good were the wind fields when blowing

to offshore from the coast.

Starting from scatterometer data within 200 km

from the coast, we backtrace the wind particle

path till and inside the coast, relating the wind 

underestimate to this “fetch” and other conditions.
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Take home message:

•Our verification study has shown that the 10m wind is too weak at coastal 

points in both the ECMWF and UKMO models  

•The reason is that model dynamics cannot accurately represent a step change 

from one grid point to the next, e.g. from land to sea. Numerical models will 

smear out such a step change over a few grid points, typically 4 to 8 points. 

“Effective resolution” is courser than grid point spacing. 

•Near surface wind is lower over land than over sea because the roughness 

over land is often a lot higher than over sea (order 0.1m over land versus 

0.0001m over sea). 

•Subgrid scale orography adds drag and slows wind even further, making the 

land sea transition more pronounced in areas with coastal orography. 
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Following the “Adrian” (“Vaia” in Italy) storm,

we organised a three month study, exploring

how good were the wind fields when blowing

to offshore from the coast.

Starting from scatterometer data within 200 km

from the coast, we backtrace the wind particle

path till and inside the coast, relating the wind 

underestimate to this “fetch” and other conditions.

We have used ECMWF and UKMO winds. NCEP

was contacted as well, but no reaction

Summary:

We developed a reasonable understanding of why

ECMWF and UKMO winds are underestimated when

blowing offshore 

The UKMO winds are generally higher and have 

therefore less bias in coastal areas

Future solutions:

Increased model resolution

 

Physical downscaling

Statistical downscaling (AI?)
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